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European Paper Week — Brussels

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
__________________________

3 Dec 2009
Forschungsforum
Altpapiertechnologie
Heidenau PTS, Germany
__________________________

8 Dec 2009
INGEDE project meeting
130 09
“Deinking in laboratory scale”
Munich, Germany
CEPI Annual Meeting—Palais de la Bourse

From 17 to 19 Nov 2009 the European Paper Week took place in Brussels. The three-day event brings together over 350 people from the
pulp and paper industry, related organisations as well as different institutions and provides a high-level platform for discussion. This year the
event saw four interactive seminars
discuss wide ranging topics such as
emissions trading, biodiversity, biorefining and water footprinting, which
will help shape the work programme
for the industry’s trade association
CEPI over the coming year.
The CEPI Annual Meeting, the key
plenary event held during the European Paper Week, saw keynote presentations on the forthcoming Copenhagen COP-15 meeting from
Swedish Secretary of State for Energy and Enterprise, Ola Alterå; Dr Romana Jordan Cizelj MEP, and Business Europe’s Climate Change Working Group Chair, Nick Campbell. The
meeting also discussed the future of
paper in a digital world with Ulrich
Schmitz from Axel Springer and the
role paper plays in sustainable packaging with Nigel Bagley from Unilever. The event was moderated by the
well-known environmental thinker,
Dr Patrick Moore who helped explore

all the issues discussed in more
depth.
Paper Week gives the entire European pulp and paper industry an annual opportunity to meet and discuss
issues pertinent to its activities and
to discuss and respond to the challenges presented identifying opportunities for our industry to build a positive future.
“We are at a turning point in Europe,
and indeed globally, the challenge of
climate change has focussed all our
minds and we must be seen to act.
Paper is part of the solution and our
discussions over the last three days
have shown how important our sector is and what we can do to mitigate
the effects of climate change.” said
Teresa Presas, Managing Director of
CEPI.
“Paper has many values which make
it one of the most sustainable materials in existence. European paper
Week has looked at these in detail
and we are ready to build a future
where paper is no longer attacked
unjustly but accepted as a natural,
renewable, essential, precious and
innovative material that delivers solutions for the good of society and
our planet”, she concluded.

__________________________

10 Feb 2010
INGEDE General Assembly
HbW, Munich, Germany
__________________________

11 Feb 2010
INGEDE Symposium
HbW, Munich, Germany
__________________________

27—29 Apr 2010
PTS Deinking Symposium
Munich, Germany
__________________________
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